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Chat Corner Jessica Biddlecombe

Hi fellow CPer's

Well our AGM certainly bought out the voices. Voting for the oflices was swift and exciting. We had a good

turnout for the night.

A WOMAN PRESIDENT! Kirstie Wulf was voted President, Peter Biddlecombe, Vice President. Denis
Daly is Secretary, Treasurer and retains Editor and Seed bank Manager. Jessica Biddlecombe is librarian & Tony
Sullivan is out tea person. Committee members are Geoff Pearce, Greg Bourke & Scott Sullivan.

We all wish to thank Denis Daly for his long trek at keeping the Society in place. There must
times when things were trying but Denis always battled through.

have been

ln May Geoff Pearce won the door prize of two Nepenthes donated by Peter Biddlecombe. May they live lcjng (and
prosper) and then we can get cuttings from them.

I

ln June Geoff donated a gift voucher, which was won by Jose Da Costa. lt was his son's first bi(hday --
Maybe the voucher bought a lot of goodies. 

]

Winter is upon us and my Sarracenia's have gone into dormancy. I promised myself last season I would
leave the pitchers on (thinking the debris will still feed the rhizome) but I have the old scissors out and I am clipping
away.

A working bee at Peter Biddlecombe's on the Queens birthday accomplished a lot. Scott Sullivan brought
along his chainsaw and quickly demolished a few large trees. Denis turned up to drop off papers and before he knew
it he was throwing rope over trees and dodging falling branches. Scott jumped off a tee and caught his back against
my cloth's line. Being macho he said he wasn't hurt (l felt it) but when he handed me a Hoya plant without its pot I got
the message. FICKLE MENII! Tony helped me with lunch and we decided it may take a few days to get the pile of
branches cut down but Denis discovered my K Mart clippers and he went like a man possessed (l think he was
trying them out for his wife Janet). We were all amazed by the little time it took to clear it all. A case of "more the
merrier" got it done. Thank you everyone.

Just a short word. The clippers from K mart, prices at $32 are great for people with arthritis. I have tried
clippers worth hundreds of dollars with gears and levers but I have never had success and I would usually not
recommend anything. Everyone I have ever had try these clippers has agreed they are great. Worth a look at. They
are " Gardeners Choice" Heavy Duty Anvil lopping shears.

Don't forget to have your articles ready for the newsletter. We now have a problem page -- Take note. lf
you do not wish to write a long article on your plants you may feel its better to write a few lines on a plant pf yours
you feel is doing well or is growing oddly -- or whatever. This could be a forum page.

Don't forget it is time for your membership renewal. 
I

I

Nathan and David (the Bowral Boys) dropped into my place for a surprise visit. Great to see thetn. They
brought me samples of magnets with pictures of carnivorous plants. Fabulous for the fridge. I will show theqn at the
meeting and anyone interested can contact Nathan. They were made by his sister.

Also they brought me a mouse pad with a picture of a Sarracenia on it. Very special and all novel ideas for
us to promote the Society. I do feel pampered.

Chris and Leah have been busy on the computer and have made us many samples of business cards for
ourselves and one for us to hand outpromoting the Society. Very clever and innovaiive people. Thank you. I love all
your work.



_ Olrt Society has a lotof new members and this has rejuvenated us fixed oldies into getting things going. Our
Society is rgetting biqqer and better all the time.

i

Our newsletter is notjust for those in our Society but anyone at all who wishes to add interest. Please send
in an article as itwill be well received.

Well back to the cold outside and giving encouraging words to my plants that all will be well and hope to see
everyone at the next meeting.

The August meeting had Chris Schell talking about frogs and the environment. This was very interesting and
everyone had questions to ask. We had differentfrog calls and small tadpoles. The information showed us how we
could combine our CP's and keep frogs as well. Also let us congratulate Chris and Leah on their coming wedding in
September. They are the nicest couple and we wish them well.

Noel and Janet donated the door prize. Noel gave plants and Janet had painted a mug with frogs, ferns and
a butterfly on it. So wonderful. Tony Sullivan picked her own ticket out and took the mug (l wanied to win it.) Peter
Biddlecombe, Geoff Pearce and Chris Schell won the bromeliads.

The mug was very special. Noel also belongs to a frog society and brought along a lot of books on frogs for
us to look at.

Nigels drawings of our Society's logo were unanimously accepted. We all thoughtthey were great. They are
charcterishtions of a Nepenthes and Venus Fly Trap. Very eye catching and fun. Also some pinguicula's and a
Sarraceni{, which look great. They can be made into transfers for T-shirts. So look forward to seeing them.

Wp have so much interesting talent in our society you must come along to the next meeting and enjoy one
and all.

Cfteck out the Field Trip Kirstie is having in September.

Your Friendly Cper

Jessica

-Fhe Carniworous Plant Societyof t\Ie\ / South \A/ales presents the 1g9g

flEI,D fplp",J'u,ii3f;f;L,n
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lvteet at l{irstie's horne at l7 N4af/ Str-eet(ilmtrrook (not the sme house where
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pool md g,et directions- Bring. sorne
strrdy walking stroes md Szorr lunch-
For llurther infomation or enquiries
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I tlrese great plants md more ! ! ! !

Darlingtonia californlca from the collection of Richard Sullivdn
l



Some 0bservation reqardinq the culture of Aldroyanda vesicu/osa.

By Chris Schell.

lntroduction.

The water-wheel plant (Aldrovanda vesicu/osa) is a member of the family Droseraceae and as an aquatic
species, it is unique among ifs family. Although this species achieves growth rates faster than that of any other
terre_strial carnivorous plant (Breckpot, 1997), it is still considered as being difficult to cultivate under artiflcial
conditions (Ademec, 1997a; Camilleri, 'lgg8) although much empirical data exists describing aspects of its
propagation. lnthisarticle, lwill describeobservationsmadebymyselfwhilecultivating Aldrovanclayesicu/osainan
attempt to dispel many of the myths regarding this species of free flbating, roofless, aquatic carnivore.

Light is the driving force behind photosynthesis and as such, is an essential element required for a plant's
well being. Additionally, warmth reduces the energy of activation of substrates and allows enzymes (bioiogical
catalysts) to work more effectively until their optimum temperature has been exceeded. ln short, theoretically, warm
conditions should allow plants to function with enhanced efficiency (all things being equal), while bright illumination
(to a certain point, depending on species tolerances, HzO and nutrient availability) should allow for effectjve
photosynthesis.

It has been my observation that A. vesrbu/osa can grow in either full sun, or in filtered light (70% shade).
Additionally, this plant can survive in temperatures ranging from soC to 45"C. lnitially, I grew my plants with 5 hours
of direct sun, followed by several hours of diffused light (Schell, 1997). Cunently, I grow the'majority of my A.
vesiculosa in two aquaria, one of which receives artificial light for 15 h/day (15 watt, iool white fluorescent tube,
1Ocm above the HzO level) and is maintained at a temperature of 25"C. The second aquarium receives 2-3 hours of
full morning sun, followed by several hours of diffused light. The temperature of this second aquarium is left at
ambient temperature which ranges from 1B"C to 30"C.

I have observed that plants maintained under conditions of constant warmth and artificial lighting not only
grow faster than clones grown in the aquarium that is cooler and less well illuminated, but also form trips ttrat are at
least three times as large as their cool grown counterparts. With respect to plant colouration, those that are grown
under reduced light levels tend to be a translucent greenish colour, where as those under bright conditions tend to
be a greepish rose hue. Additionally, plants are better able to trap invertebrate prey under warm condition when
compared to. plants in a cooler environment, as trap closure is faster on the formei. Bieckpot (1 g97), also observed
that the caJnivorous activity of Aldrovanda is reduced by decreasing temperature, as was growth.

tlug nol observed turion formation with A. vesiculosa (Darwin strain) within my collection, although
European sirains form turions at low temperatures as a mean by which to over winter. Even specimens that have
been growln outdoors in exposed locations (ie: on a brick wall), have not formed turions, even when exposed to night
temperaturies less then 5"C. As a result of these extremes, the plan(s ceases to form traps and thei, gro,ith
decreases dramatically.

Asnotedbyseveral authors(Adamec, 1997a; Adamec&Tichy, 1997; Breckpot, 1gg7),Aldrovandaflowers
when temperatures exceed 29"C to 30"C and during January (1 999) the temperature within my aquaria was such to
induce flowering.

Prey Availability.

Aldrovanda benefits when prey items are available. These may consist of inve(ebrates such as
Branchiopods (Daphnia), Copepods (Cyclops) and Ostracods. According to Breckpot (199i), A. yesicu/osa occurs
in waters in which zooplankton populations are considerable. From my own experiences, plants deprived of such
"prey' items are unable to sustain the growth observed by clones in vessels with suitable prey items. lt has been
suggested that captured prey items are a source of substance that cannot be obtained from the water in qufficient
amounts (Breckpot, 1 997). Therefore, unlike many other carnivorous plants, it is essential that A. yeslcu/osa receive
prey items if it is to thrive. I

Carbon dioxide.

Plants need Carbon dioxide during the biochemical reactions of photosynthesis (the Calvin cycle) to
manufacture sugars of which are a store of energy. As such, Carbon dioxide is an essential component for the
process of photosynthesis (Moore et al, 1 995). I have never injected Carbon dioxide into my aquaria, so regarding
ihis aspect of cultivaton, I cannot comment. I can however assume that the prey items (invertebrates), worms
(annelids) and various other creature that live in my aquaria release COz as a by product of their metabolic
processes, therefore my Aldrovanda would be able to utilise this source of Carbon for photosynthesis. Additionally,
the water within my aquaria are still, therefore, no " artificial" aeration of the water occur, that would reduce the level
of COz. Comparisons of plants grown using injected COz (Denis's plants), and without (mine), reveal the in the
presence ifincreasingly high COz levels, the internodal distance decreases as does trap size (Daly, 1998). Adamec
(1997b) notesthat Aldrovandacantolerate various levels ofoxygen, pH, lightand alkalinity, butrequires a high level
of Carbon dioxide.

Substrate & Aquarium Set-up.

The substrate I currenily use for the cultivation of my Aldrovanda consists of four parts peat moss (derived
from sedges), to one part course river sand. This is then placed within a water filled aquarium and allowed one week
to seftle (lt should be at teast 3-5cm thick on the bottom of the aquarium). After this time, a sedge is then introduced
as experiments have shown thalAldrovanda growth is positively correlated with companion plants (Breckpot, 1997).
After the sedge has been given a few days to setfle and the water clears, the Aldrovanda can be added. By this
Time, the pH should have become acidlc enough to inhibii the formation of algae, although the addition of several
"small" pond snails will keep algae at bay, Additionally, cultures of invertebrates (named previously) will aiso feed
upon algae.

Conclusion. 
]

Atdrovanda vesicu/osa is an interesting, free floating aquatic carnivorous plant. ln the past, ffs cfnivation
had been thought to be difficult, and this coupled with the low quantities held in private collections led to a sitdation in
which obtaining this plant was difficult. Recently however, Aidrovanda has become readily available, and it is only
through the observations of growers that better cultivation methods will be developed 

l
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Fraser lsland and Cooloola Coast Greg Bourke

Ohe hundred and ninety kilometers north of Brisbane, Fraser lsland is the largest sand island in the wodd.

It's 123 kifometers long and rises 244 meters above sea level. lt has a great variety of landscapes from the ever

changing sand blows with no flora at all to deep rainforest with Satinay trees reaching over 70 meters in height. lt
also has the highest and the largest perched lakes in the world.

I arrived on Fraser on the 2d of May, 1 999 at hook point, the southern tip of the island and headed for Dilli

village 24 kilometers up the east side. l'd planned to camp here the first night but with 40 knot southieasl winds

blowing itwould've been a little unpleasant so I decided to camp on the other side of ihe island. I had a quick look

around Dilli waterhole where lfound Utriculaia dichotoma growing on the bank but unfortunately not in flower.

I then headed for Buff creek on the other side of the island. A few minutes into the drive the track past along

the side of a swamp. Out of my window I could see Drosera binata var. multi{ida glistening in the afternoon sun.

Unfortunately I couldn't stop as it would soon be dark and I like to be able to see where l'm pufting my tent.

I arrived at Buff creek, set up camp and with roughly an hours light left so I grabbed the camera and head

inland along the creek. The banks of the creek are steep and high near the coast and with a cover of Casurina trees

either side it was not carnivorous plant territory, but as I walked further up stream the Casurina forest gave way to
wallum. Aiound the drier margins grew Drosera peltata " var. green rosettelwhite petal" . These were amongst thick
tall grass, the plants reaching 600 millimeters in height most plants branching two or three times.

the edge of the wallum the creek diminished to a thin film of water over the sand. This area was home to a

small

ones I

from the glands.

beyond the Drosera spatulata's was a sea of purple. Uticulaia caerulea and Uticulaia lateriflora wilh
caerulea being the dominantspecies. There were some good photo opportunities in this small area. I also

spotted a form of Utricul ai a I aterifl ora.

The next day took me seventy kilometers north/east to Puthoo swamp, the largest on the island. Here

Drosera binata, Drosera spafulata, Utricularia caerulea, and Uticulaia lateiflora thrive. l'm sure there are other

species here but I didn't cover much of the 6 square kilometer swamp, l'll do that next year.

After a few days rest from chasing carnivorous plants I was back on the hunt at Lake Makenzie. The most

developed of the lakes with showers, toilets and fire wood supplied making it a very pleasant place t0 stay, not to

mention the crystal clear water of the lake itself. The water level of the lake was obviously higher than usual as some

of the Drosera spatulata's were growing undenwater. These plants were very similar to my plants at home. Utricularia

lateriflorawas also present but very sparse.

The following day lwalked to Basin Lake. ln my collection I have a Drosera spatulata from here so lwas
excited to see them in their natural environment. I was not to be dissapointed either. These were the brightest

Drosera I had ever seen. A deep red to pink with an even brighter inflorescence. There were no big clusters of plants

here, but they were consistent around the whole lake. The contrast of the plants against the sand makes them stand

outincredibly. The sand here is so white it looks like snow! Rocketfrogs and Wallum frogs everywhere. lfs one of

of Drosera spatu/ata. Only about 100 plants to 60 millimeters in diameter, The plants were similar to the

at home except that the lamina was red and the petiole green. My plants are completely green apart

the smallest lakes I visited but the most beautiful surrounded by steep sand hills covered in Cycads, Eucalypts, and
Banksia serratas. lts also a great place to feast on Midyim benies, one of Australia's tastiest bush foods. 0h yeah
and Utriculaia lateriflorawas there too.

All the rest of the lakes that I visited had both Drosera spatulata and uticulaia tateiflora similar to those at
Lake Makenzie with the exception of Lake Jennings. The Drosera spafu/ata's here were huge (to 120 millimeters in

diameter) with very elongated petioles.

ln all I covered 480 kilometers of the island but barely scraiched the surface. Next year I'll take more fuel
(you can buy it on the island but at 96 cents/litre its like gold!) and much more time. I didn't find some of the species
that apparently Iive here.

Back on the mainland and into Cooloola National Park. A very similar environment to Fraser but more
diverse in its range of flora and fauna (and pests).0n the summitof Mt. Bilewilam lives three species of Qrosera.
Drosera peftata "var. red rosette/white petal" lthink though ihey were bright gold in colour. Drosera pygmeap, some
of the deepest red plants l've seen, and Drosera spatulata. Drosera spatulafa being different again td all the
spatulata's described above in that the leaves are more cuneate in shape than spathulate and the petiole beihg more
golden than green or red. 

]

At the base of Mt. Bilewilam in and around the man made causeway beside Rainbow Beach dd. lives
several species of carnivorous plants. Drosera spatulata, similar in shape to those on top of the hill but completely
red, Drosera pygmea, these specimens were so small I didn't even notice them until I got the photos developed.
Beautiful deep coloured specimens of Utricularia caerulea with the odd white flowered form scattered about, Orosera
binata uar. multifida; these were in undisturbed areas away from the road, and finally Drosera burmanri. There were
some very large plants up to 60 millimeters in diameter and a great range of colour variation. I noticed three apparent
colour stages in the plants life cycle. The young plants with green leaves and red retentative glands. Mature
flowering plants with green leaves and white retentative glands apart from those on the outer leaf margin, which were
tipped with red. The older plants which appeared to be older than one season. These were completely pink and also
in flower. As I had never grown Drosera burmanii I am not sure ifthis observation is entirely correct but I do know
that these differences were not due to light or nutrient levels as they were growing in the same conditions. lf anyone
knows exactly I witnessed these colour differences could they please let me know.

Further notes on flowerinq and seed set of Aldrovanda vesiculosa

Lubomir Adamec

Aldrovanda vesrcu/osa L. (Droseraceae) is a very rare and endangered aquatic CP endemic to all continents
of the Old World, from north Russia to southeast Austraiia. Yet, the vast majority of the world's CP growers, iilcluding
botanists, have only seen the plant in specialized books. The mysterious character of the plant, and its attr{ction to
CP growers, are enhanced by the cultivation difficulties encountered and by the increasing rarity of Aldrovan{a in the
wild.

ln the special issue of CPN (26, 1997), I summarized information on flowering of Polish Atdrovanda thal we
obtained from our outdoor cuitivation experiences (Adamec and Tichf 1 997). Since dlta in the literature on flbwering
and, especially seed set, of temperate Aldrovanda populations under lield conditions is very rare and mostly
historical (for the review see Degreef 1 986), I will present recent data on flowering ecology and seed set of European
Aldrovanda at (artificial) sites, mosfly in the Czech Republic, Central Europe.



A vesiculosa from east Poland has been cultivated outdoors at the lnstitute of Botany at Tiebofi (49 "N, 15

"E), South Bohemia, Czech Rep., since 1993 (Adamec 1997a). These plants flowered profusely only in 19g4 and
1 998, very poorly in 1 995 and 1 997, while they did not flower at all in 1 993 and 1 996.

ln 1 995, plants from east Poland were introduced to several shallow dystrophic pools in the riebor region.
During 1 996-'1 998, very abundant plant populations developed in some pools adjacent to ptadi blato fishpond, ihile
only a meager population developed at the Domaninskf fishpond (Adamec 1997b). At the latter site, Aldrovanda only
flowered in a growth experiment in 1994 (5 flowering plants and 2 fertile capsules with seeds).

ln the Ptadi blato pools, only one plant flowered in 1995 (small abortive flower bud), a few dozen plants
flowered in late August 'lgg7 (no fertile capsules), while in the second half of August 1998 a few hundred plants
flowered on the 2r August 1998, ihe first of about 10 flowering plants were found in the tirst, Carex-dominated
pool, at Ptadi blato (PB-1 C), where the growth of A/drovanda has always been the best (of all the pools). Two weeks
later, on the 1 6' August, at least 1 00 plants flowered at PB-1 C. A few plants in an adjacent pool also flowered.

Twenty seven (27) flowering plants with one fertile capsule were collected from PB-1C and transferred to our
outdoorcultivationslteatthelnstituteof Botany.TheseplantswereT.0-11.1 cmlong(meanS.gcm; SD l.12cm;
SEM 0.22 cm) and usually branched. Each plant bore 2 - 4 flowers (mean 2.67; medijn 3.0; SD 0.55; SEM 0.1 1) at
various stFges offloral development, from flower buds to unripe capsules. These morphometric features resembled
those tha! were found in flowering planis that we had in outdoor cultivation in late July '19g4, when those plants
started floivering (cf. Adamec and Tichf 1 997).

I

At 
TB-1C 

pool, only the longest plants flowered. Evidently, stands of flowering plants were only found in the
mosi favofable spots, under the conditions of relatively clean water and low biomass of filamentoui algae, other
aquatic pllnts, a1d partly decomposed litter. These locations were well-irradiated. Thus, water temperature could
readily reiich 30-32 "C at the surface on warm days. On the 16n of Augusl only about 25 % ot all flowering plants
bore one fertile capsule. Fertile capsules can easily be distinguished from the sterile ones at early stages of their
development since the fertile ones are darker green and larger than the sterile ones (see Adamec anO tictry t SSZI.

ln 1997, the planis were introduced to a pool atV!'topa fshpond, and an abundant population has developed
there since. ln 1998, thanks to high water level, the plants propagated vigorously. On the 2grn of August, it was
estimated that there were about 1000 flowering plants at various developmental stages present, out of a total of
about 4000 shoot apices. Although most flowering plants were longer (usually >9 cm) and more robust than the
fruiting plants at PB-1C (see above) no fertile capsules were found. Here again, only well-irradiated plants flowered,
ihough the markedly shaded ones were also fairly large.

Seed set characteristics

The 27 flowering plants from the PB-1 C pool continued to grow and flower in outdoor cultivation at the lnstitute
of Botany until the fertile capsules ripened. On the 20rh September, a total of 43 fertile capsules were analyzed to
determine the quantities of seed they contained (Table 1 , 1 

{ row). Each plant produced between one and three fertile
capsules.

On the 1Orh October 1998, I visited the PB-1C pool again and collected 56 ripe capsules from along a ca. 5-
meter portion of the shore line, where the flowering plants were most proliflc in the summer. At that time oi year the
majority of the Aldrovanda plants had formed turions and they were laying on the bottom. The fertile capsules either
floated se{arately on the water surface or were weakly attached to decomposing shoots on the bottom. As a result of
water moVement, the capsules were released and floated up to the surface. Some of the ripe capsules were still
green, while the others were glassy and translucent.

'ro

Floating capsules are organs for spreading the seeds. The number of seeds in the capsules (Table 1 , 2nd row)

was aboutthe same as in the plants which were collected from this pool in summer. Overall, the capsules from PB-

1C contained from 1 to 10 black seeds, mostly 4 or 5, and these numbers were approximately the same as that
observed in fertile plants in outdoor cultivation at the lnstitute of Botany in 1994 (cf. Adamec and Tich! 1997).

Although the capsules were quite ripe on the 1Orh October about 20 % of all black seeds were still unripe and soft. lf
the black seeds were unripe, usually all seeds in a capsule were unripe. Moreover, some unripe, light, translucent
seeds usually occurred in each ripe capsule, together with black ripe seeds. Presumably, the plants have a limited

capacity for supplying the developing fertile seeds with nutrients.

ln early September 1998, my colleagues gave me several dozen flowering and fruiting Aldrovanda plants from

the Danube River delia, north east Romania, where the plants flowered and fruited very prolifically. I let the fruiting
plants ripen in an outdoor aquarium. The mean seed number in the capsules was 4 greater (Table 1 , 3d row) than

for the east Polish plants. The seeds 0f the Romanian plants were also a bit larger than the Polish ones.

Table 1. Number of black seeds (ripe + unripe) in Aldrovanda capsules.

Black seeds per capsule

Strain and
plant source

Date ofseed Number of
collection caosules

Median Mean Range SEM

E Poland, PB-1C,

ln outdoor culture

E Poland,

PB-1 C pool

Danube delta,

Romania

20 sEP 1 998

10 OcT 1998

8-16 SEP 1998

0.411-10

1-9

1-14

s.0

4.5

9.0

A2

56

24

4.88

4.73

8.71

0.31

0.54

Although it had been preliminarily confirmed thatAldrovanda plants from some distant European populations

were genetically identical (Adamec and Tichf 1997), in lightof the above differences in seeds numbers, it would be

possible to suggest that the Romanian population is genetically different from the others. Although the differences
noted could have resulted from exceptionally favorable ecological conditions prevailing in the Danube River delta at
that time.

However, an evident difference between the Romanian and east Polish populations was also found in the
shape of the ripe capsules. 

'Ihe 
capsules in east Polish plants are slighfly elongated, heart-shaped, ca. 4 - 5 mm

longandca.3-4mmwide(seealsoAdamecandTichfl99T).Thesmallestones,withl-2seeds,maybeonly2x
2 mm. These capsules are distinctly ribbed. ln contrast, ripe capsules of Romanian plants are usually wider than

they are long, ca. 3.2 - 4 mm long and ca. 4 - 5 mm wide. A minority of the capsules can be as equally long as they
are wide. Thus, on the basis of the different shape of the ripe capsules, it may be suggested that the both
populations are genetically different.

Conclusions

It follows, from the data gathered in the field as well as from our experiences with outdoor cultivatjon, that
Aldrovanda can flower fairly commonly in Central Europe. The plants could flower in favorable sites almoft every
summer. There is usually a good correlation between flowering of the plants in the field and in outdoor cultiriation in

the same region. Due to consistent patterns of weather in the summer, the plants start flowering from late Juf y to the
middle ofAugust. Afterwards, once having being induced to flower, they may produce abortive flower buds r]p to the
middle of September. To start flowering, the plants require a warm period with afternoon water temperatu/es of al
least 25 "C for at least two weeks. The other requirements for flowering are high COz concentration, some piey, and
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sufficient irradiance. Probably, the ability of European temperate strains to flower is about the same as that of
subtropical (Japanese) or tropical (Australian) strains. The reason that the (sub)tropical strains flower regularly and
much more frequently in their natural sites may be due to higher summer temperatuies at those sites.

lf the Central European strains flower, then only about 0 - 25 % of flowering planis bear at least one fertile
capsule containing between 1 and 10 seeds. lt seems that only chasmogamous (i.a,'opened) flowers can give rise
to fertile capsules. However, there is evidently only a minority of the fliwers opuning'both in the field and at the
lnstitute of Botany's outdoor cultivation site. This fact together with a suspected weak pillination efiiciency in opened
flowers might account for the low percentage of fertile capsules. Yet, the mechanism oi pollination is still unknown. At
the end of the growing season, the production of abortive flower buds prevails. Even in fully ripe capsules, ca. 20 %
of seeds are black but soft and unripe.

The finding of a prolific seed sei in an artificial site in Central Europe shows that temperate A/droyanda strains
could alsq reproduce generatively, from time to time. The seeds, which are very hard and resistant to being digested
yithillhe] dtoestive, system of birds, could be spread by water birds much easier and over far greater distances than

lllitt: ?ld/.i idult 
plants. Moreover, a seed bank is formed in the sites to hetp the Atdrovaida poputation survive

qu[e untlvorable conditions (e.9., drying out ) for several seasons.
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noticeably warm in winter' My S. rubra ssp. gulfensis x S. rubra ssp. alabamensls actually started to throw two
flower buds in early June, which did have me concerned, owing to the fact that we were really only getting into the
swing of Winter' As this is a new addiiion I have not seen it flower, and thus very anxious to see the flowers, so this
further fuelled my anxieties as to it's possible demise with future frosts. lndeed, there were a few successive frosts
on23,24 July and 28, 29, 30 July, and with greatpleasure the flower buds remained intact, and have actually grown
steadily We had a large frost on the 2na of August, with all of the glasshouse pots treezing solid. Still, it grows
steadily, so it must not be perturbed by such conditions. We have hai very few frosts ttris winter so far, so thai may
be a contributing rea$on to these early flower buds as well. Most of the S. flava complexes are sending up scapes,
that measure at 2 to S cm at ihe time of writing (early August).

- Other strange happenings have been the emergence of a few flower buds from my pinguicula primuliflora,
first observed on the 27rh of June. Now they measure at 8 to 1 Ocm tall, and the pots are tocateO in a south facing
room, with no heating and plenty of glass. My Mexican Pinguiculas are also here and still in the pattern of succuleni
Winler leaf growth. As long as the above mentioned flowers keep maturing well, I guess that I can't complain with
such beautiful flowers gracing my litile world so soon!

. With my collection growing in size, I decided to draw up my grow list of carnivorous plants that I currenfly
have. lt has been a great experience doing it, as it really ieeps ybu aware of what you have, and it is so much
easier to have a total listing on hand that you can post, fax or emailio any interested parties. I skongly suggest that
every member types up their colleclions, as it looks very impressive and can help to facilitate a certain edge to plant
trades, not to mention look professional. No mafter how small one thinks their collection to be, and feel iiworthless
to produce a grow list, you really do get a shock when you have finished to think you have a sizeable collection on
paper! So, get and do it presenUy.

^ 0f my new additions, I have been acquiring the more unusual forms of Sarracenia species and hybrids.
Some of the most impressive have been the various S. x exce//ens forms, two of which look totally different
appearance wise, but fully recognisable as such a hybrid. One has a very ptum red pitcher hue, with large,
numerous fenestrations/aereols contrasting well against the dark background. The other is a form called ,pink
Blush', which has very fine fenestrations, honeycombed with pale pink 

-netting 
over a powdery-white background.

Two very unique forms, all thanks to the use of differing forms of the S. Ieuiophylla and S. minor parenti. Two
interesting forms of merit are the S. /eucoph ylla f. pubescens, and S. alata f. pubeicens x S. teucophylla.. The first
has very fine, but dense hairs over the entire pitcher outers, and very large, white pitcher mouths oftill proportions.
It is very impressive, and I look forward to it flowering in Spring. I am iertain that it will have equally pubescent
scapes, sepals and styles. Totally outrageous I must express duly! The second plant has ornate pitchers with very
coarse prickly hairs on the entire. pitcher outer, obviously inherited from the S. a/afa parent. The lid overhangs at i
very graceful angle, and the pitcher lip is simply to die forl lt has a distinct dip at ihe front, similar to the S. f/ava'spouf, of the most intense scarlet red! lt really stands out against the tan-green pitcher colourations.

Other additions have been some differing forms of the ever mystical, other worldly Dionaea muscipula. I

have been bitten by the chilrihood fascination for this plant once againl They say it is good for the soul to i<eep in
touch with one's inner child, so there are benefits from the give me that, and that anithat approach to colleciing
carnivorous plants! Well, it kinda justifies the infectious qrility to collecting the many plants out there, created I

believe, to totally torment the likes of you and l. Now to the forms and hybrids. The most unusual in form is the
dentate form, also known as Shark's Teeth. lt looks as though someone has either cut the trap fangs back, or
melted them down somewhat! I have also been told that this form is the most efficient at catching tiies, owing to the
instant meeting of the stubby fangs, allowing for no narrow gaps at all upon initial closure, as in the typicaiform. I

have only had the plant since early autumn, so I am yet to see the plant in actjon. lt also has an upright growth habit
in Summer' one characteristic that appeals to me. This brings me to the tall green form, one which really brings back
childhood memories of my first healthy VFTI I must say here that I have beCome a litfle tired of the mais production
of the low growing form that seems to be the only type readily available. That is why I searched out for it, and now
have it in my collection. lt is great to see the three season's iype of growth in this 'early' form. lt adds a litfle more
interest to the overall appearance of such a specimen. There are a few hybrids getting around these days, and one
that I now have in my collection is D. m. f red x D.m. I fine tooth. lt is yet to show its true characteristics, once again

)
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Bowral Update Nathan J. Clemens

. . W-elcome to the chilly Bowral Update for the cool Winter of 19g9! As you may have seen, we got a good
airing on Saturday night, courtesy of The World Around Us. Forthose who weie able io catch it, you can see why
my plants love this area! Fame and fortune will be mine...l think...ah well, it is good to dream, hey? Most planti
have been laying low, including myself, but things have been happening in very s-ubtle wayst one has to drag (not
that kinda thing, but what ever makes one happy when exploring'theirllass housesl) tnemsetves out into the cold
frosty mornings & cold afternoons to see them, that's alll

I spent most of the Autumnal months getting all of my plants re potted into larger homes, as well as arranging

*,1^:l-,8 q9:t^101* bench-es ready for i greit showins in the Spring. r atso idded a few new babies to my
collecton' mainly Sanacentas. So, with all of the future experiences of a new style growing environ & anivals, I wiil
have a ve{y wondrous Spring & Summer ahead of me this fear.

-^... ," I 'Ft-.ttled 
into my new abode very well, and all of the plants seem to be over-Wintering happily in their

1t^Y i?it ,For 
those readers who missed my previous Bowral Update, I have moved into a new houie, which by

i:f !!tt[: happened to have a very sizeable glass house that boasts a 25 year otd age tag, comptete with dinnei
prare stzed Ltchens 0f many colours, all over the roof panels.

However, this has meant some interesting things to be observed with my Sanacenlas, which, as of late July,
have started to send up their little pea sized flower buds! When they *.r. gio*n outdoors they didn,t show any
signs of growth until early to late September, so this has thrown me a iiftle. Even though they are in a glass house,
there are quite a few panels missing in the roof and sides, so it does get ample air iow, & thereforjdoesn't gei
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only a new friend to my babies. So far it has produced traps with very long, fine flngers, and only the other day noted

a flbwer scape emerging. I plant to self-pollinate these flowers, so as to see what offspring variants are thrown. A

very exciting aspect to growing plants from seed. The last form worth mentioning is the yellow form. I had been

having nightmares about this one, as I had so much trouble in getting hold of a specimen. lt finally came my way,

and will show its true 'colours' in Spring and Summer. lt either has totally yellow growth, or yellow traps, a colour

only encouraged by good sun exposure, as with all intense colour possibilities with carnivorous plants. Once again it

has an upright groMh habit, a plus to me!

I have to say this to you all'. " Hetiamphoras are easy plants to grow once they have attained the status of

mature groMh". >Fiom the discussions on the Carnivorous Plant Listserve, this is a common observation. Since

myH.hLbrodoxaproducedit'sfirstmatureurninNovemberlggS,ithasnotlookedback. Suddenlyaproliferation

of side shoots have appeared which reach maturity quite rapidly. They are still very independent of the main

rhizome, but very robust. Anoiher point of interest is that one has to give them plenty of Winter sun, and easterly

Summer sun, and their true colours will shine brilliantly. The nectar caps will attain plump proportions, and the

pitchers themselves become quite sturdy and shapely. All of my Heliamphoras get plenty of sun this time of the

year, and really shine as a result!

As for the Thrip troubles, I did pluck the courage to finally apply Confidor to my outdoor grown plants. So far,

sogood. Forafewdaysldidcringeatthethoughtoffindingihemshrivelledup,shadowsoftheirformerselves! I

*rimoresowoniedaboutthe Heliamphoras,thanthe Darlingtonia. InowhavetoawaitSpringtojudgehowwell

this application will be. I decided to use this, as it works systematically, poisoning the pest as they suck the very life

from ihe plants'tissues. I have heard that using Nepenfhes leaves as cloths to brush the Sarracenia pitchers, so as

to rid ones self of the very pests I have been ranting about. Some how, I don't see many people ripping leaves from

prized Nepenthe.s specimens for this purpose - well ones they own! I hope others can gain insight into similar

troubles from my rambling.

Well, I best be leaving these pages, as graced they should be to have me on them (NOT)! I hope that you all

get some meaningful inspirations from my extensive Bowral narratives. I wish all fellow growers a great time this

ioming Spring, as our babes will shine in the crisp air very soonl Keep an eye out for those pesky birds that may be

eyeing off your lush pots of live Sphagnum (and it is actually pronounced SFAG-num) moss, and those green

vampires(known non-affectionately as Aphids) that distort the tender growth of all our plants!

Signing off, yours Highlandishly

Nathan

the powdery mildew to re-establish in my collection. Having said all of this, I do check the plants on a regular basis,
as I don't want another break out in the new growing area in the glass house. I have not since flushJd the pots
through with rain water, one, it being the wrong time of the year to do so, and two, because the residual sulphur
should provide a preventaiive action.

Kirk continues

My partner, Greg, was at the time under the sway of the miracles of Neem oil. He found it to work on mites
(maybe thirps as well??), mealy, and aphids, On a weaker concentration, imbibed with a weak solution of liquid
peppermint soap, it does the trick. lt doesn't burn " Drosera's" or " Heliamphora's" or " sarracenia's" or 

,'Dionaea,s,,

or " Nepenthes' , but we've never tried it on " Pinguicula's" r yet. Anyway, after Fongarid didn't eradicate the mildew
on our last two pots of " Cephalotus" , he tried this Neem solution and it worked!l One of the plants did not suffer a
recurrence, but the other did. The next batch of Neem spray we'd mustve been stronger, for new groMh was
burned. To save the plant (or rather colony of little sprouts all across the surface of the pot), I salvageJ half of the
little crowns and planted them into established pots holding our small and pygmy " Droseras', a much sandier mix.

-- They'rethesameplants,andthey'redoingmuchbetterthantheoneslleftinthefirstpot lhaven'tcutback
affected leaves, in fear of setting the plants back too much. They remain discoloured in spots, but are looking OK
othenvise. So, my advice is to try a sandier mix and to look for some Neem oil.

Nathan replies:-

Thanks for the helpful advice. I do agree that one should use a fairly sandy mix if growing Cephalotus in a
peat base, as it allows for good drainage. This is especially importantthis time of ihe year, as soggy rhizomes on
these plants would rot. My good friends, Jessica and Peter Biddlecombe, have even suggested using live
Sphagnum moss as a cultivation medium, as it has very good draining properties, and ,l feel, i better chanle of
warding off fungal problems. lt also tends to maintain moisture at a more even level, especially in the Summer
months. As for the Thrips on my Heliamphoras, I am about to launch into applications of tne fiirty new product
'Confido/. lt is meant to be a more user and environment friendly product, that works by systemic means. That way
the plants when being fed upon will actually contain deadly toxins within their sap and iell structures, killing the
active pests. lt is also residual within the plant, so any hatchlings/larvae will be killed off as well. Another greatlhing
is that it is not dangerous to predatory mites or bees. I will keep all posted as to the progress of the treatments.

Kirk continues:-

Our question to you Nathan is on " Heliamphoras" . We had a beautiful " H. minor" with adult pitchers, a " H.
nutans that we'd bought on our VIC adventure that was very healthy and was just about to give us our first adult
pitcher, a "H. tatei" seedling, and 3 vigorous adult hybrid of"H. heterodoxa & minor". ln a span ofaweek and a half
last January they all but one rotted from the crown months after we'd infoduced the last one we'd bought. The only
one that didn't suffer in he slightest was one of the hybrids, and the only difference from the other ones was its
position and it was also isolated from the others. lt had shade from noon 'till 2:00, then from 3:00 onward, and direct
sun all the other times. The others had some direct sun and shade at different times, relatively the same amount of
sunt to shade. This one though was the only one with shade at noon. Most ofthe others had live sphagnum growing
on the surface, and nothing seemed to be wrong with the sphagnum during and after the mortalities. WHy?? Can
anyone tell me why?

Nathan's replies:-

It is important to note that Heliamphora require good air circulation, a well drained growing medium and
ample light that isn't too scortching. I grow my plants indoors and out, with the terrarium specimens hlving a sunny
aspect in the Winter months, as they sit at a large north facing window. The lid on the terrarium is always half ofi so
as to ensure adequate ventilation. Without it one can expect the plants contained within to either cook (pressure
cooker style!), or to be attacked by still-air-loving fungal spores. Another important point is that of the set up within
the terrarium. I have the Heliamphora in their own pots, which contains a mix of long fiber live Sphagnum moss and
Vermiculite, and they are then sat on little inverted clear containers. Alt of these are ierched upon a platform that sits
above the well of rainwater. This is the run-offfrom the daily spraying that I give the plants. Upon ihe platform is a
cultured bed of green live Sphagnum, which in time grows up to, and around, the litfle pedestals that the potted
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Flytrap Question Corner

From: Kirk Harsch <miimark@zip.com.au>

Keep the Flytrap Question Corner going. Good on you Nathan for starting one up.. Here's an answer to

your question on " Cephalotus" . Ours suffered powdery mildew, and we tried many different ways to enadicate it, for

other non-carnivorous, WA natives were also suffering from the spread. We lost a HUGE pitchered, tissue culture

specimen of " Cephalotus' that we brought back from our VIC adventure last year. The death was quick, for in one

week from signs of that dreaded powdery fluff on the flower statk the plant had died

Nathan Clemens <sundew@mitmania.net.au > replies:-

I too have this same clone from Collectors Corner, and itwas this very plantthat I had grave fears for atthe

time of writing the article for the Flytrap Question Corner. Soon after I had submitted that article and accompanying

questions, I found the wettable sulphur powder to do the trick. lt took at least two medium strength applications until

all signs had fully dissapeared. As my other specimens had this as well, all ofthem gotthe dose, so as to not allow
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Heliamphoras are perched on. This then ensures a fairly humid setting within, but with good air movement. This is

fine providing one has the crowns of the plants free of growing Sphagnum. lf not there can be excess humidity

localised about these areas, the very place that many fugal infections Iike to lodge and rot the plant from it's life-

soufce.

So, the plants that had more sun may have overheated, which could have caused them to rot. lt could have

also been that the new anivals had dormant fungal spores within their pitcher-base crevices, which were perhaps

nutured in an overly wet, humid and still environment. That is the problem when one has new plants that may have

grown in totally different conditjons previous. The new anival from Victoria may have been in a large igloo, a setting

much different from a tenarium. lt could have also been used to a monthly spraying of fungacides, so when the

plants didn't have the protection, and the spores were not suppressed/killed upon germinating, it all took off, taking

their lives. Once it starts the whole tank usually suffers if not noticed soon enough.

I hope that this can shed some understanding as to the possible demise of your Heliamphoras. 0nce you

understand their needs, they are quite easy to cultivate.

Nepenthes Mirabilis and its "SPIDERS"

Thomas Biihnlein, Miilgasse 4, 97508 Untereuerheim German

Translated from Das Taublatt Heft 31 31, 1997/2 by Helmut Kibellis

On our holidays in Thailand we visited a natural stand of Nepenthes Mirabilis. This place has been known to

us for many years. We had plenty of time to observe and study these plants.

This time I will not write about the plants themselves but their fauna on and in their pitchers.

There are many spiders belonging to the variety Misumenops nepenthicola, which live in these pitchers.

One can, by careful observation, watch them catching their prey. The spiders have a dark, almost black body and

reddish-brown limbs. The female spiders are approximately 1 Omm in length while the males are somewhat smaller.

These spiders are attached to an almost invisible thread and are either under the lid or hiding halfrrvay under the brim

ofthe pitcher.

I also discovered that they caught their prey such as ants directly from the pitcher's brim and did not wait
untrl the ants fell into the liquid.

The spider's web is attached to the pitchenruall on the upper third of the pitcher.

It is not easy to take photos as the slightest vibration or even a shadow will have the spiders diving into the

liquid. They hide at the bottom of the pitcher near where the tendril joins the pitcher. This behaviour is

understandable, when one considers, many birds or skinks have spiders on their menu especialiy as these

Nepenthes grow close to the ground or are near small shrubs where these predators live.

Other animals which one can see with the naked eye are several mosquito larvae and a approximately 2cm

by 0.4cm thick maggot of a species unknown to me. All of these animals are obviously living off or from the pitcher

plant.

To conclude, it was highly interesting to observe and watch the pitcher plants' fauna.

Summary: Misumenops nepenthicola is a spider that lives in the pitchers of Nepenthes mirabilis in Thailand.

re
Brasilia: CPs in the Brazilian Capital Fernando fuvadavia

Brasilia is the capital of Brazil, located in the center of the country, about 1000km
from the coast, as well as from mv hometown Sao Paulo. It is located at around 1000m
elevation, in an region covered with cerrado @razilian savanna) vegetation. I've passed by
Brasilia a few times on my way to a beautiful nationa] park further north called Chapada
dos Veadeiros, one of the richest CP areas I know in Brazil. But I had never actually
stoppecl in Brasilia to search for CPs until April 1997. I was on my way to the Chapaila dos
Vead.eiros and after ten long hours on the road, many bateries replaced in my walkman, a

single bathroom stop, lunch in the car, I decided to stop in Brasilia for the night. Before
finding a place to spend the night, I drove a bit around this city planned and built to be our
capital in the 60's, and which I hatln't been to since I was a kid. The wide avenues and
fluid traffrc were a blessing compared to chaotic Sao Paulo, ancl the architecture is really
grand.

I woke up early the following morning, already ticking to my usual hectic CP trip
routine, where the old saying "time-is-money'' becomes "time-is-new-species-of-CPs"! This
always drives any accompanying friends of mine rnail, but this time I was alone so no
problem. I got up at ?am and was alreaily out in rny car and leaving around 10 minutes
later. The Chapada dos Veaderios was around 4h away by car, so I decided to spend the
extra hours exploring around Brasfia.

Using my road guide to Brazil, I aimlessly headed west, hoping to find interesting
CPs once outside the city. Driving through a residential neighborhoocl, still very close to the
city center, I saw a nice hillside by the road. It looked rather dry and its proximity to the
city indicated that I woulil most likely NOT find any CPs there. But at the beginning of all
CP trips I'm always a lot more impetuous ancl still have the patience to stop at every single
place that shows any glimmer of CP potential.

Not expecting nnuch, simply acting on an impulse, I grabbed my backpack, left the
car under a light morrring drizzle, passed through a barbed wire fence, and began climbing
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the hi-llside. I was barely paying attention to the ground, which is not very wise,
considering I'm partially colorblind and have trouble seeing sma,ll reddish Drosera. Trying
to keep my balance on the steep incline with loose rubble which was slippery because of the
dizzle only took up more of my attention. But sudclenly I slipped and my face came closer
to the ground, which was when i finally spotteal the Drosera.

So there I was, at around 7:30 in the morning, standing on a slippery hillside full of
Drosera in the middle of Brasfia, under an irritating dtizzle. Not exactly the scenario I'd
imagineil myself in for the discovery of a new species! What I found were reddish-green
loose rosettes with spoon-shaped Ieaves flat on the grounil, erect scapes covered with long
white hairs, and bearing dark pink-lilac flowers, which were unfortunately closed because
of the bad weather. It was obviously something in the D.hirtello-complex, but what?

I then remembered this plant from the Chapada dos Veadeiros, where I had seen it a
few years before. Only back then I had thought it was a hybrirl between D.hirtella
vax.hirtella and D.colombiana, since it is somewhat intermediate between these two taxa
and because it was growing in a habitat located right between the habitats occupied by the
two hypol,hetical parent species.

So when I spotted this plant again on the hillside in Brasilia, I immediately began
searching fot D.hirtella vat.hirtella and D.colombiono. Although I know from herbaria that
both species are present in the Brasfia area, I could fincl no signs of either species on that
hillside. It was then that it became clear to me that those plants were not hybrids, but
actually something taxonomica,lly new! Since a new taxon is only truly discoveretl the
moment someone realises it is new (many people will trample over a new species before
anyone actual.ly stops to take a closer Iook and rea.Iises it's new), I guess I coulcl say I
discovered a rlew Drosero inside the city of Brasilia. I wonder when was the last time a new
plant species was discovered inside a city, or better yet, insicle a country's capital?

Anyways, as always things weren't so simple on that hillside. This new Drosera --
which I'm calling D.sp."white hirtella" for the moment -- was growing together with
D.rnontanta var.montant It was a bit confusing first of afl because I had never found, and
never expected to find, D.tnontana var.montana so far west. Secondly, it was a bit hard to
differentiate flowerless specimens of both taxa and there's the remote chance there may
have been some hybridization.

D.montana varrnontatla usually has wine-red leaves pressed very flat on the
ground, the scape covered with large glands, antl rrith large dark pink-lilac flowers. Like
all the taxa in t}r,e D.hirtella complex, D.montana vat.ntorutana grows in habitats which
usually become bone ilry in the winter (clry season). The rosettes die out, but the plants
survive as dormant roots until the rains return.

After exploring the whole area, I got back into the car, drove another 500m, stopped
at a similar hillside and found plenty of D.sp."white h,irtella" in flower, growing in the
same pebbly, brick-red lateritic soil, among sparse grasses. I then continued driving west
and only stopped again a few dozen kilometers ahead when I noticed that the previously
hilly countryside was changing to a flat savanna, where CPs are usunlly rare. So I turned
back and explored two or three interesting places I had seen along the way.

Only one ofthese turned up CPs, growing in and around a seepage among grasses. I
had spotted several tall 'buriti' pa-lm trees - a sure sign of a natura-l spring or flooded

grassland. I found D.cotttmunis, Genlisea repens, and [Jtricularia nanra -- a-11 typica] Cps of'buriti'palm habitat. Heading back to my car, the g:round became drier and th. gru.r".
sparser. In this area bordering the wet seepage I found a beautiful form of D.hirtetta
vat.hirtella. It had large robust rosettes with wide spatulate leaves which were a bright
light-green, although the plants were under fult sunlight. The strikingly ascending r.up"r,
with a deep curve at the base, were also very robust. These were cJlored a deep red, as
were the crisp hairs which covered the lower two-thirds of the scapes. What a beauty!
Unfortunately none of the pink-lilac flowers were open.

I then headed northwest, hoping to explore some high mountains shown on my road
map- I dlove around this area only briefly. Although it looked promising, I would have to
leave those hills for a future trip, since the gooil CP habitats were a Iong distance from the
road_up on the escarpments and I simply didn't have the time that rlay. So I turned around
anil he-aded northeast past the town of Formosa to the Itiquira Falls, the highest in the
state of Goiris with a drop of 150m, if I remember well. It was really nice, but no Cp". F"oro
there, I drove to the Chapada dos Veadeiros, where I founil so many CPs that it would take
severaf articles for me to describe everything I saw...

I was back again in Brasilia in April 1999 for a friend's wedding. Of course I took the
opportunity, before, during, and after the wedding, to visit the above Cp sites again as weU
as explore for new locations. I wish someone had taken a picture of me hiking through the
tall grasses ofa boggy seepage while still dressed in a suit and tie, right after ihe wedding!!

Anyways, around Brasilia I found morc D.h,irtella var.hirtella, D.communis,
D.montana vat.nrontarla, but couldn't find any other D.sp-"whrte hirtella" sites. I saw some
very interesting herbarium specimens at the University of BrasiJia of what appeared to be
robust D.sp."white llirtella" from an area not far from the city. But unfortunately these
collections were a bit old anil the area has d.eveloped somewhat since. I drove around for a
few hours stopping at a few places, but came up empty-hand.ed.

At another area not too far to the south of Brasfia, something similar happened. I
was searching for a widespread new species I call D.sp."Emas" which had been collected in
the area in the 60's. But unfortunately that area had also developed a lot and the only bog I
found had plenty of D.communis, but no D.sp."Emas"- I also found several tltrics there,
including the bluish-flowered U.rrlcolor, the minute yellow-flowered. [.J.nana, the affixecl
aquatic U'triclt'oph'ylla with yellow flowers, and tons of the beautiful aquatic [J.cucullata
with bright pink blossoms.

Elsewhere in the Brasfia area I found two small yellow-flowered species of Genlisea-.
G'repens and G.filiformis. The former is a perennial commonly found as an nffixed. aquatic
while the latter is an annua,l found in sandy soils. Both are very common and widespread
species in Brazil.

Next time I go to Brasfia, I want it to be around January, which is a good time to
catch the early-flowering annuals such as D.colombiana. Like I've said above, I know this
species has been found in the area, but have always been too late in the season to catch it.
Nonetheless it is rare ancl will e very diffigslt to find. Wish me luck!
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CPs at the Serra da Canastra, Brazil Fernando Rivadavia

During Easter holidays in 1999, I went on another CP trip, this time to the Serra da Canastra

National Park in soutlrwestern Minas Gerais state, Brazil. I had only been to the Serra da Canastra once,

back in 1991. when I was just beginning to study CPs in the wild here in Brazil. I didn't find very many

CPs then and was driven offby all the mud --it had been raining like mad. Since then, two friends olmine
had gone to the Serra da Canastra and brought back some interesting CPs I hadn't seen there myself,

including a possibly new species of Genlisea sirnilar to G.violacea and something from the Drosera
hirtella-complex (the plant collected had no flower scape, making identification impossible).

The Serra da Canastra is a large sandstone escarpment with a relatively flat summit, varying frorr
1250-1450m in elevation. It is covered in typical Brazilian savannas in the reddish lateritic soils as well as

campo mpestre ("rocky fields") vegetation in the white sandy-rocky soils. These two vegetation (and soil)
types alternate frequently as one drives along the road that crosses the park. In the eastern end ofthe Serra

da Canastra you'll see mostly campo rupestre, then mostly savanna after a few dozen kilometers, and then

once again mostly campo rupestre towards the western end of the park.

The lowlands surrounding the Serra da Canastra are covered with cow pastures and small farms,

and are at around 900-1000m elevation. This national park is famous here because it contains the source of
the Sdo Francisco River, the largest river completely within Brazilian territory, which only meets the ocean

around 2000km away in northeastern Brazil. It also has very abundant native fauna which can be easily

spotted while driving along the dirt roads which cross the highlands. In 1991 I saw marmoset monkeys
(Callithrix sp.) for the first time in the wild, as well as a few specimens of my favorite animal, the giant
anteater (A4yrmecophaga tr idactyla).

On this latest trip I was accompanied by my friend Mauro Peixoto and we were lucky to get several

sunny days in a row without a drop of rain. We left on Wednesday, March 3lst, and returned on Sunday,
April 4. It was only a short trip: about l800km. Well, relatively short, if you consider the size of Brazil. As
I did on my first trip to the Serra da Canastra, this time I also stopped at a small waterfall near a town
called Furnas on the way. It's a very pretty waterfall, but the reason I was stopping there were the CPs. On
the rocky walls ofthe canyon next to the falls there are a few species, including D.montana var.tomentosa,

Utricularia antethystina, G.repens, and G.violaceae (the latter with some very pretty flowers). The

G.violacea were in full bloom this time, a wonderfirl sightl I'm not sure I've ever seen so many G.violacea
flowers. Mauro and I also explored another nearby waterfall and a dirt road the climbed into the mountains

for a few km. But we found nothing new except G.ftliformis.

We spent Wednesday night at a town near the Serra da Canastra, called Piumhi. We didn't want to
drive the remaining few dozen kilometers at night, because these were nearly all through dirt roads. We
woke up early the following morning and around an hour and a half later arrived at the small town of Sdo

Roque de Minas, where we would spend the following few nights. Almost arriving in the town, we were
greeted by two colorful toucans which flew across the road right in front of my car.

As soon as we'd found a small hotel, we dropped our things offand headed for the park. We first
went to the lower part of the Casca D'Anta waterfall. When I was there in 1991, it was the wet season and

I couldn't get anlrwhere near the falls because ofthe heavy clouds ofspray created from the large volume
of riverwater hitting the rocks at the base after a 200m plunge. But a friend of mine (Linilson Padovese)
that later went there in the dry season found a small species of Genlisea similar to G.violacea growing on
the rocks surrounding the base of the waterfall. This is where I headed first. The waterfall was not as full
as in 1991, but it sure wasn't dry either. The force ofthe water hitting the rocks created a strong draft
which carried a very fine mist. I was able to get relatively close, but in the 15 minutes or so that I spent
around the base of the falls was enough to soak me to the bone (and give me quite an ear ache, maybe
from the heai.y spray and the roar ofthe falls).

Anpvays, I did find the Genlisea in a very unique habitat, growing with U.laciniata on bare rocks
or on moss-covered rocks, always on the side facing north, away from the falls, and dripping constantly
with water. In fact all the rocks had a thick cover ofslippery algae, probably the slipperiesi plaie I've ever
walked onl There were not very many plants, but I didn't really searth that well because of the difficulty i1
walking arourrd that area. The rosettes were rather norrral, like those of G.tiolacea (in shady areas they're
typically a light green), but the thin and fragile flower scapes were less than 1Ocm high and with the tiniest
flowers, fruit, and pedicels. A pygmy G.violacea. Macroscopically, it is more different from G.violacea
than the latter is from G.lobsta. for example, but I have not yet analised these pygmy plants
microscopically - seeds, scape pubescence, etc. - to be sure ifit is a new species or not.

Below the falls there were lots of greenish-red D.montana var.tomentosLt growing on the mossy
semi-shaded riverbanks. We even found a few in flower. We didn't waste much time there though and
quickly headed off for the upper paft of the falls. The top can be reached by a l-2h hike up the
mountainside or by driving around 5Okm along dirt roads. We took the second option since we wanted to
explore a bit around the top ofthe escarpment, which is the best area for CPs as well as to see some ofthe
wild anirnals native to the park. The quality of the roads are OK and it took us maybe an hour and a half to
reach the upper part of the falls. Well, we stopped so much along the way that I can't really be sure hor.v
long it took.

As soon as rve passed the entrance gate to the upper part ofthe park, my CP radar began beeping
and I stopped to explore a humid grassy area next to the road. To my surprise, I found the CP I'd most
been wanting to find at the Serra da Canastra. It was the D.hirtella-Ilke taxon which my friend Linilson
had collected a few years before without a flower scape. I never thought it would be so easy to find! And
best of all, it was in flower. At first I was a bit unsure of the i.d., but then concluded it was D.hirtelta
var-lutescens. The difference was that instead ofthe typical wine-red rosettes, the leaves were greenish-red
and instead ofthe typical bright-yellow flower scapes with long, large, paleaceous yellow to whitish hairs
near the base, it had duller-yellow hairs and scapes.

Growing with D.hirtella var.lutescens was D.montcntq var.montanc. The latter is commonly found
in the same habitats as that occupied by taxa ofthe D.hirtella-complex, since they all like areas that dry
out thoroughly during the dry season. They survive as dormant roots and resprout with the first rains.
Curiously, they also have in common large dark pinkJilac flowers. They are often found in clayish or
lateritic soils, sometimes very rocky too. Two other CPs typical to these habitats are the annuals
G.fihfornis and the small white-flowered form of lJ.anethsytina, which sure enough were present with
these two Drosera species found by the road_

Our next stop was the actual source of the S5o Francisco River, where we saw more D.montqna
var.montana as well as [l.nana in wet near the stream edge, U.neottiordes on the rocks submerged by the
stream, and U.hispida in the high grasses in marshy soil. From there we drove to the top of the Casca
D'Anta waterfall, where we found some of the more typical U.amethystina, with large purple-blue flowers,
as well as more D.montana v&r.montanq {J.neottioides, and pretty (J.laciniata, with its purplish flowers
containing darker purple marks as well as the orange-yellow blotch at the base ofthe lower lip.

The following day we woke up early and were one of the first cars inside the park gates after they
were opened at 8am. We hoped that this would increase our chances of seeing some wild animals. Sure
enough, we saw a group of four rhea (Rhea americana -- the S.American ostrich) and a rattlesnake
(Crotalus durissus) around 1.2m in length soaking up morning heat on the road. We stopped to
photograph the latter, which made no effort to escape. In fact we had to push it offthe road with a long
branch, afraid that it might be run over by another car accidentaly. It was surprisingly slow and unreactive,
almost as if it was drunk. As it finally slipped into the grass ever so slowly, I was even able to give a quick
shake to its rattle, to hear that infamous sound, since it didn't seem to want to rattle it on its own. Other
than these animals, all we saw that day was an owl or two sitting on the numerous red termite mounds,
some noisy parrots, and several carcaras (eagleJike birds ofprey). Yet it's hard to spot the many animals
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camouflaged in the bush. Two cars that drove up riglit behind us after we saw the rattlesnake and rhea told
us they'd seen a giant anteater and a few deer (Ozotocerus bezoarcticus).

My first objective on the morning of our second day at the park was to search for a site with
D.communis I had seen in 1991. There were some greenish specimens growing at a marshy river source

under tall grasses, together with.U.hispida and U.tricolor. But right at the center ofthis marsh was a spot

where water concentrated into a small stream, where sunlight could get through. Here I'd found a small

group of giant reddish D.comtnunis growing aquatically. These had their leaves distributed on long stems,

partially or cornpletely submerged by water. The flower scapes were longer and more robust than those

growing under the thick grasses and the flowers were also darker in color. At the time I thought these

were very strange and even suspected there were two different species. But as I said before, in 1991 I was

only beginning to study CPs in the wild in Brazil, so almost ever).thing I stumbled on back then was

unusual and strange.

Over the following years I saw long-stemmed aquatic D.commarjs at several sites, but never again

with such large or reddish leaves. So I always had this question mark lurking at the back of my mind,

"Were those unusually large aquatic plants at the Serra da Canastra really typical D.communis...?" Iwas
hoping that I'd be able to solve this mystery now that I know this species so much better.

Yet to my distress, I couldn't seem to locate the exact spot where I'd found these strange plants

back in 1991! We drove all around and I explored all the possible areas, but to no avail. In the end I
arrived at the conclusion that the spot I remembered simply does not exist anymore. I think it used to be

where there is now a small rivulet flowing through a parking lot of sorts for cars. Well, that's sadly one

mystery that may never be solved now...

After searching around for the large aquatic D.communis, we visited a small waterfall where we
found several CPs, including a few common (ltrics, D.comntunis (normal in appearance), D.montana
var.monldna, and D.ntonlana var.tomentosa which almost looked like small D.villosa because of the large
reddish-green leaves.

Our next stop was once again the top of the Casca D'Anta waterfall. We wanted to explore the
trail that went from the top of the falls to the base. Well, we didn't want to walk all the way down, but
only explore an area about half-way down that supposedly had sphagnum and normal-looking G.violacea
(not the pygmy o4e found at the base of the falls). D.montana var.montand was found to be rather

comlnon along the trailsides, mostly on rocks or clayish soil. I was surprised to find two open flowers at

around 3:30pm! Normally they close around noon.

As the trail zig-zagged down the nearly vertical cliff, we arrived at a spot where water seeped from
the rocks. Here we found the sphagnum and a small population of D.communis with G.tiolacea. Sure
enough, the latter were very normal in appearance, growing only a few hundred meters distant (diagonally)
frorr the pygmy plants at the base of the falls. A few meters further along the trail, around another
seepage, we found lots of D.montana var.tomentosa growing very beautifully on rocks. While
fotographing these, I discovered a few D.sp."Emas". I nearly missed them, growing in a wet sandy patch

with U.nana. There were only a few plants, two with flower scapes, but no open flowers.

Driving back to town that afternoon, we witnessed an ugly motorcycle crash a few dozen meters in
front ofus along the dirt road. Two guys were badly scratched and began bleeding all over. One ofthem
actually broke a bone in his upper arm or shoulder, so we put him in my car and sped offto the nearest

hospital, as he howled in pain at my side. In this mad dash, I was unlucky enough to pass a bit too quickly
over a large rock, which punctured my fuel tank. Luckily the fuel lasted until we arrived in town and

dropped the guy offat the hospital. But because of this, we were stuck in town the next morning while the
car was fixed. Although it was Easter Holiday, we were lucky enough to find people willing to work on
the car.
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In the afternoon, the car ready to roll, we headed back up to the park and explored two other
waterfalls just outside the park on its northern border. At the flrst one we found plenty oiwhat was either
U.amethystina or U.tricolor (no flowers!) growing around the base of the fails, as well as something
completely unexpected: {I.reniformisl This is sirnply the most inland location ever recorded for this
species, nearly 400km from the coastl It was growing in a wet, shady habitat on the rocky walls, where it
is typically very small and flowerless. But it was nonetheless this species for sure. At the other waterlall we
found G.repens, G.ftliformis, (J.nervosa, {l.triloba, and Ll.nana. All were in flower, growing in a grassy
seepage area next to the falls G.repens was typically submerged by water. I nonnally don't m-entionlt, bui
(l.triloba and its twin U.suhulata are pretty much all over.

Driving back to town, we stopped to explore a campo rupestre area not far from the entrance. To
my surprise, I began finding endless compact mats of huge, wine-red D.montana var;omentosa in
seepages all around. Beautiful!! Unfortunately it was already late afternoon on Saturday, our last day, so I
didn't have much opportunity to explore that area. I found lots of G.repens, and seveial Ulrlcs, inciuding
plen:ty of (J.laciniata.Next tirre I'll have to hike around this region to explore a bit more.

We woke up early on Sunday, to once again be one of the first cars inside the park and hopefully
see some animals. Giant anteaters unfortunately we saw none, although everybody we talked to that
weekend had seen one. But we did see a few deer finally. We'd r".n t*o when leaving the park the day
before, but they weren't close enough to the car to be photographed. But this time I got out of the cai,
walked towards them, and they actually let me get uery clos", se"-ingly accustomed to human p."."n"..
The only other interesting animal we saw was a snake locally known as "caninana" on the road which
inflated its neck almost like a cobra. Very impressive for a non-poisonous snakel

That day we crossed over the Serra da Canastra, from east to west (which I hadn't done in 1991),
nearly l00krn of dirt road, stopping a few times along the way to check for CPs. After endless savanna
without CPs, we finally arrived at campos rupestres near the western entrance/exit of the park. At one
rocky area we found lots of D.montanq var.montana with nice and large bright pink-lilac flowers and a
few Utrics growing in humid sandy soil. But the biggest surprise *ut G.pyg.ora, which we hadn't seen
elsewhere at the park, but which was rather common at that spot.

It's interesting to notice how in 1991 I saw so many fewer species ofCPs at the Serra da Canastra
than on this most recent trip. In part this was because in 1991 I was there in December. which isn't the
best season to see CPs since it is the beginning of the wet season, when most of the annuals have not
appeared yet. But the main reason I didn't see many CP species was because back then I was still not very
farniliar with native Brazilian CPs and their habitats. I simply didn't know where to look for them, what
habitats each species prefered. Nowadays I can usually gueis which species will be found in each habitat as
I approach it

But wait, don't go away just Yet, there were still more CPs outside the Serra da Canastral Other
than to see the animals, plants, and views, we drove across the park so that we'd be close to another area I
wanted to explore for CPs. I wanted to check out a spot near the border between the states of Minas
Gerais and Sao Paulo W of the Serra da Canastra. I'd seen a herbarium specimen frorn there of what was
possibly D.hirtella var.lutescens, collected near a small town called Rifaina in the state of Sdo Paulo. This
had caught my attention since it was the first collection of something from the D.hirtella-complex for this
state, so I was dying to go there to take a look mysetf

Almost as soon as we arrived at the asphalt (FINALLYI I couldn't stand dirt roads anymore!), I
saw a savanna area that reminded me very rnuch of the CP-rich savanna areas of the Chapada Jos
Guimardes (Mato Grosso state). I stopped the car by the road and headed out into the field, passing under
and over barbed-wire fences. Mauro stayed in the air-conditioned car -- a bit exausted from the iip und
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not wanting to face the fierce rnidday sun, as well as those damned clouds of tiny bugs that always insist on
buzzing inside your ears.

It didn't take me long to find D.hirtella var.lulescens (which is curiously enough a very common
species on the Chapada dos Guirnardes) growing among the grasses in clayey-lateritic soil. These were
rnore typical in appearance than those at the Serra da Canastra. The rosettes were wine-r'ed and the scapes
a brighter yellow in color. I also found G.filiformis and U.triloba I didn't spend much time at this site, but
have a feeling tlrat if I had, I rnight have even found D.sessilifolia.

Before leaving this spot though, I collected an orchid, a nice Habenarla sp. with large yellorv
flowers for a friend that studies taxonomy of this genus. When I arrived at the car, Mauro hardly looked at

the D.hirlellavar-lutescens I'd found, he only had eyes for the orchid. He said itwas H.glaziouviana, a

species native to Bahia state in NE Brazil, and dernanded that I take him to where I'd found it before we
moved on

After he'd gawked at a few plants, we returned to the car and moved on, thinking there would be
rrore areas to explore before heading back to the city of Sdo Paulo, around 400km away. Unfortunately
we didn't see any other really interesting areas and I couldn't find the spot where D.hirtella var.(?) had
been collected near Rifaina. Well, it was most likely D.hirtella var.lutescens, since that's what was
growing where we'd stopped just over the border in Minas Gerais. At the end of April I'll be heading back
along this way, so maybe I'll stop by briefly for another look.
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